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Aims of Meditation: 
                   In most of the SAKAR MURLI BABA repeatedly tells us to be soul conscious and to 
consider our self a peaceful soul. Hence firstly we will put our intense effort to be soul 
conscious and to experience various attributes of soul.  

                  Next we will attain our seed stage & go to PARAMDHAM, enjoying the astral 
travelling. Here we shall have divine experience of PARAMDHAM.   

                  At last we shall be in front of BABA & converse with him with immense love. We 
shall also deeply experience various divine attributes of BABA & will thank him whole 
heartedly for giving us the treasure of knowledge. 

Meditation practice: 
                  Let us begin. Sit in comfortable posture and allow your body to relax taking few 
deep breaths and gently releasing any area of tension. Focus your attention at the centre of 
your forehead and here try visualize your own self in the form of divine, luminous point of 
light along with the clear visualization of your combined physical & subtle bodies. 

                  Now affirm:  “I am now clearly realizing that I am a soul, the point of divine light & 
might, different from my physical and subtle bodies…. I am a pure shining star… This body is 
my mere costume which I adopt to play my role in this world drama…. I, the soul, express 
myself and act through this physical body which is temporary & mortal…. But I, the soul, am 
an eternal, immortal, indestructible, indivisible, invisible & imperishable soul….Mind, 
intellect & personality are the three basic functional powers of the soul through which my 
consciousness is manifested…. The common powers, like thinking, imagining, feeling & 
desiring, are the powers of my mind…. The logical or cognitive powers, like discrimination, 
analysing, interpretation, perceiving, judging, decision making are the powers of my 
intellect….My capability of retaining the impressions of my thoughts, my decisions & actions 
is the third functional power I, the soul….Due to this power my acquired personality traits 
build up…..    

                     I, the soul, possess seven basic innate qualities like purity, peace, happiness, bliss, 
love, power & truth…. Out of these, the peace is one of the most vital one….Peace is my 
original nature…Peace is my personal value… Peace is my SWADHARM … I am full of peace…. 
I am peaceful soul…Peace is the neckless of my throat, which I was searching out side so 
far….. Now I am experiencing deep peace within me….. 

                     Now with the help of my divine intellect I, the soul, am leaving behind my physical 
as well the subtle bodies on   earth and moving upward towards SHANTIDHAM in my seed 
stage…. I am flying far beyond the corporal & subtle worlds & now entering my sweet silence 



home, the SHANTIDHAM… The peace world, also called PARAMDHAM,   is comprising of sixth 
element, called BRAHM…..This is my original abode…. Here, in the peace world, there prevails 
eternal golden red divine light all around up to infinity….Here, there exists complete stillness, 
silence and immense peace all around everywhere….. I, the peaceful soul, am experiencing 
immense eternal peace here…I am absorbed in profound peace…. 

                    Here, in the PARAMDHAM, my most beloved SHIVBABA, the ocean of all the 
values, virtues & powers, is just in front of me as a self-luminous, divine, shining star…..O my 
sweetest & most beloved BABA, though you are just a point of light but you are supreme in 
your attributes & ever constant…..You are ocean of peace and purity, ocean of happiness and 
bliss, ocean of love and power, ocean of truth & knowledge… You are the liberator of all 
mankind & merciful benefactor of all souls…… 

                     Being a child of ocean of peace & purity and being in the land of peace, I am 
experiencing absolute peace, tranquillity & highest level of my purity …..Being with ocean of 
love, I am filled with unlimited love…My dearest BABA you are showering upon me your 
immense love & I am highly delighted, bathing in this divine love…..Now I feel that I am fully 
capable of sharing my impartial love to all my fellow soul brothers with full sense of equality 
& brotherhood…. 

                   Here I am sitting very close to the ocean of bliss & happiness…..I am experiencing 
eternal, uninterrupted, divine bliss & super census joy…BABA you have also given me the 
clear vision of land of happiness & of my golden aged deity life, which always keeps me happy 
& cheerful.….. 

                  Being a child of almighty spiritual father, I am getting empowered with all sorts of 
power….I have a profound feeling that I am master almighty soul, capable of facing any 
adverse situation……Now I can extend my all possible share in the process of world 
transformation….. 

                 O my ocean of knowledge SHIVBABA, as a supreme teacher you have enlightened 
me with all the eternal truths & knowledge….You have imparted me the complete knowledge 
about man, matter and supreme GOD…. Now I have complete knowledge about my own self; 
about you, my sweet spiritual father; the world drama & the geography of whole universe….. 
I am realizing that now I am master TRIKALDHARSHI, TRINETRI & TRILOKINATH….. 

                  BABA, you are so merciful that in your company I am also enriched with mercy & 
other positive emotions like   love, compassion, sympathy, empathy & sense cooperation….. 
My emotional wisdom has been enhanced & now I am sensitive enough to identify & to feel 
the pains & sorrows of my soul brothers….       

                  Here I am in the land of liberation with the liberator of all the mankind, the 
supreme SATGURU, BABA…. I am experiencing complete freedom from the bondage of my 
physical body and of my bodily relations… Here I feel fully liberated from the bondage of 
vices, my KARMIK accounts & the burden of my sinful acts….. 



                   O my sweet father now I have my all relations with you…Especially you are my 
supreme father, supreme teacher and supreme SADGURU and you are the only one who has 
given me the divine intellect…… You are now leading   me to the land of peace and to the 
land of happiness….. 

                   These precious moments with you means a lot to me… O dearest BABA you have 
made me experience all that I wished, which I can never forget…. Now I feel that I am 
interrelated and interconnected with every nuke and corner of the whole universe…. I feel 
myself globalized & unlimited….. 

                    I am extremely thankful & indebted to you. May all your blessing remain 
showered upon all of us……. 

                                                                                    OM SHANTI 
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